
Effects in Campaign Cartographer 3 : demonstration

We'll use this map, which contains some effects available in CC3.
Click to see a larger image

The map size is 1000 * 800 miles in CC3. The map size is important, because it will
determine the value of the effect's parameters.

The map contains 15 sheets :

http://docs.google.com/File?id=dfwtc2jh_8g6mbrxqm_b
http://docs.google.com/File?id=dfwtc2jh_8g6mbrxqm_b


We'll examine in detail the effects of each sheet, the parameters and the final
rendering.

1. SHEET BACKGROUND

The first sheet BACKGROUND has no effect. This is an image of parchment.



2. SHEET FONDS MARINS

The second sheet FONDS MARINS is a dark brown rectangle (same size than the
map).



With no effect, this rectangle completely hides the parchment that lies beneath.
So I decided to apply a TRANSPARENCY effect :



I apply a value of 50% opacity on to the dark brown rectangle.
• If I increase the opacity, we'll see less and less the parchment.
• If I reduce the opacity, we'll see less and less the rectangle.

Here's the result when the two sheets and BACKGROUND and FONDS MARINS are
displayed and that the effects are enabled :



3. SHEET SEA CONTOURS

The sheet SEA CONTOURS has several fractals polygons, dark brown like the
rectangle of the sheet FONDS MARINS and also very light brown.
Here's the result without effect.



I want that these polygons appear very diffuse, while leaving the bottom reflected
dark parchment. I am going to apply two effects on this sheet : TRANSPARENCY
and BLUR.



For transparency, I apply a value of 75% opacity. So the sheets located under this
will be visible only at 25%.

For the blur effect, I apply a high value, because I don't want to see the edges of
fractal polygons.



Here is the result, when viewing the three sheets BACKGROUND, FONDS MARINS
and SEA CONTOURS, and
the effects are enabled:



The parchment is still there, the polygons have a good diffusion.

If I increase the value of the blur effect from 50 to 100: the diffusion effect will be
very pronounced, but a little too much for my taste.

4. SHEET NAVIGATION LINES

The sheet NAVIGATION LINES contains straight lines, arranged in a star, dark
brown.

http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dfwtc2jh_7c24wvjd9#Haut_de_page


These lines are very thin, they measure 0.5 miles:



For these lines stand out against the dark background, I apply a GLOW effect and
a slight TRANSPARENCY.

• The diffusion effect
must be made outside
the
lines, so I choose the
mode Outside.

• Color distribution
should be clear, so I
select a light brown.

• Strength must be small,
I just want a
light halo, so I chose a
force of 0

• For the effect of blur, I
chose a small value, 5,
because my lines are
very thin.



• For transparence, I
select an opacity of
30%. I want the lines
blend into the
background.

Here is the result when the first 4 sheets are shown and that the effects are
enabled:



I am satisfied, because the lines stand out as clear as parts of the dark parts, while
being integrated with the
background.

5. SHEET COASTLINE CONTOURS

The sheet COASTLINE CONTOURS contains dotted curves, arranged around the
continents, dark brown.foncé.



I want to smooth these curves, so I apply a very slight BLUR effect :



Here's the map:

If I zoom, I can see that the curves are smoothed:



6. SHEET LAND

This is the main sheet, as it draws continents. They are fractal polygons with the
same parchment texture than the background.
I apply several effects to give relief to the continent.

http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dfwtc2jh_7c24wvjd9#Haut_de_page


We can see that I applied several effects of GLOW, and a BLUR effect.



First Glow effect:
• I want to create a clear

halo surrounding the
continents. I choose the
mode Outside

• The color of the halo
must be clear, I select
a light brown.

• The strength must be
small, I just want a
light halo, so I chose a
force of 1

• For the effect of blur, I
chose a large value, 50
because I want my halo
is large.

The second effect of GLOW:
• I want to create an

outline to mark the
continent. I choose the
mode Outside.

• The color of the
contour must be dark
to distinguish the halo
and the texture of the
continents, I select a
dark brown.

• The strength must be
small, I do not want a
very thick

• outline, so I chose a
force of 1

• For the effect of blur, I
chose a small value, 4,
because I want my
outline is clearly
visible.



Third effect GLOW:
• I want to create a dark

halo within continents.
I choose the mode
Inside.

• The color of the halo
must be dark to
distinguish the outer
halo, I selected a
medium brown.

• The strength must be
small, I just want a
light halo, so I chose a
force of 1

• For the effect of blur, I
chose a large value, 60
because I want my halo
is large enough

Finally added a BLUR effect,
light to smooth curves.
Therefore I choose a value of
1.

There are three separate effects of GLOW :

GLOW 1 :



GLOW 2 :



GLOW 3 :



With all the effects :



7. SHEET LAND CONTOURS

This sheet contains only the outlines of continents, which I represented by lines
rather thick (1 mile).
I have not set outlines on the same sheet as the continents, so they do not have
the effects of continents.

I have set no effect for the outlines.

http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dfwtc2jh_7c24wvjd9#Haut_de_page


8. SHEET TERRAIN

The sheet TERRAIN contains smooth polygons, brown.



These spots will serve to highlight the symbols of mountains, but they will be very
fuzzy, very diffuse. I am going to apply a BLUR effect and a TRANSPARENCY effect.



For the transparency, I
selected an opacity of 65, so
that spots do not disappear too
in the texture of the
continents.



For the BLUR, I choose a high
value, 50, for spots
very diffuse.

This is the map, which shows the spots appear slightly brown.



9. SHEET RIVERS

The sheet RIVERS contains the rivers and lakes, which are simple paths of light
color and thin enough (0.5 mile)

I'll just apply a small effect Blur to smooth curves. Choose a value of 1.5

http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dfwtc2jh_7c24wvjd9#Haut_de_page


Here is a zoom on the map, which shows that the curves are smoothed :



10. SHEET SYMBOLS BACKGROUND

This sheet contains small bits of color that will give relief to the symbols of the
mountains. They are not
on the same sheet as the symbols themselves, so you can assign different effects.

I'll just make these small tasks a bit more discreet in combining a BLUR effect and
a TRANSPARENCY effect.

http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dfwtc2jh_7c24wvjd9#Haut_de_page


The effect of BLUR is light, I
set the radius to 1



Transparency will also be light,
so I set the opacity to 85%

Here are the results :



11. SHEET SYMBOLS

This sheet contains the symbols that appear hand-drawn. They are black, I can not
change their color.



I just want smooth contours, so I will apply a Blur effect. I would also change
slightly in color, I apply a slight
transparency. The black will turn brown.



The Blur effect is slightly
lower (0.8 vs. 1) than the
sheet SYMBOLS BACKGROUND.
I want that the symbols are
readable.

The effect of Transparency is
also less pronounced than on
the sheet SYMBOLS
BACKGROUND (90 vs. 85)

Here are the results :



12. SHEET TEXT

This sheet contains the text, which must be readable.
I think the DROP SHADOW effect can really put the text in relief. This effect
creates a shade darker, slightly offset from the text.

http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dfwtc2jh_7c24wvjd9#Haut_de_page


I chose the following values:
• Offset X and Y: 3 miles,

giving a shadow not
quite offset by the text

• Opacity: 85%, because I
want the shadow is
clearly visible, but not
too dark anyway

• Blur radius: a value of 4
will make the shadow a
little blurry

Here are the results :



13. SHEET MAP BORDER

In the model used, the border is quite worked, intertwined. I want to smooth these
patterns, so I'll apply a BLUR effect.



I chose a small value (0.75 miles) because I do not want the border becomes a
blur.

Here are the results :



14. SHEET CARTOUCHES

This latest sheet contains the symbols : scale, compass.
I want they are integrated at the background, so I will apply a slight effect of
TRANSPARENCY.



A value of 75 will be sufficient.

Here are the results :




